A large family of genes that share homology with CLE domain in Arabidopsis and rice
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Thirty-one CLAVATA3/ENDOSPERM SURROUNDING REGION (ESR)-related (CLE) proteins are encoded in the Arabidopsis genome, and they are supposed to function as dodecapeptides with two hydroxyproline residues. Twenty-six synthetic CLE peptides, corresponding to the predicted products of the 31 CLE genes, were examined in Arabidopsis and rice. Nineteen CLE peptides induced root meristem consumption, resulting in the short root phenotype in Arabidopsis and rice, whereas no CLE peptides affected the shoot apical meristem in rice. Database searches revealed 47 putative CLE genes in the rice genome. Three of the rice CLE genes, OsCLE502, OsCLE504 and OsCLE506, encode CLE proteins with multiple CLE domains, which are not found in the Arabidopsis genome, and polyproline region was found between these CLE domains. These results indicate conserved and/or diverse CLE functions in each plant species.

Intercellular communication is a fundamental mechanism for coordinating the development of complex bodies of multicellular organisms such as plants and animals. Peptide signaling in plants has been largely overlooked for many years, despite the importance of peptide signaling in animals, yeast and other organisms. The recent identification of several peptide hormones indicated the importance of cell-cell communication in defense responses, cell proliferation, cell differentiation, shoot apical meristem (SAM) size regulation, self-incompatibility in crucifer species, and stomatal patterning.
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Five CLE proteins with multiple CLE domains, which are not found in Arabidopsis, were examined in Arabidopsis and rice. Nineteen CLE peptides exhibited a strong effect on the Arabidopsis SAM. This CLE peptide functions. Twenty-six putative CLE peptides encoded in the Arabidopsis genome were investigated. Nineteen CLE peptides functioned not only in Arabidopsis but also in rice to reduce root apical meristem (RAM) size, whereas no Arabidopsis peptides affected rice SAM size in our assay system. However, 10 CLE peptides exhibited a strong effect on the Arabidopsis SAM. This may indicate that the CLE peptides function less redundantly in the SAM than in the RAM, and that some Arabidopsis CLE peptides can bind less effectively to rice receptors due to the sequence differences between Arabidopsis and rice.

Sequencing of the rice genome has finished, and rice genes encoding putative CLE domains were database searched from RAPDB (http://rapdb.lab.nig.ac.jp) using the Arabidopsis CLE sequences of 12 amino acid residues as queries. The resulting rice sequences were used as queries to repeat the step in an iterative manner. The search was terminated when no novel sequences were retrieved. A total of 47 putative CLE genes were found in the database search (Fig. 1).

The coding regions of CLV3 and CLE40 genes are interrupted by two introns in Arabidopsis, and the application of these synthetic peptides to wild type plants induced SAM consumption. In rice, nine CLE genes, OsCLE201, OsCLE305, OsCLE402, OsCLE502, OsCLE504, OsCLE506, OsCLE507, OsCLE47, OsCLE603 and FON2/FON4, have multiple exons. FON2/FON4 has been reported to regulate floral meristem size in a similar manner to the CLV3 in Arabidopsis, and another eight CLE genes might be involved in meristem size regulation.

Three rice CLE genes, OsCLE502, OsCLE504 and OsCLE506, encode CLE proteins carrying multiple CLE domains (Fig. 1). Although no Arabidopsis gene encodes such a CLE protein. In addition to the results described in Kinoshita et al., four more putative CLE domains, OsCLE502C (REVPSGPDPTITS), OsCLE502D (REVPSGPDPTITS), OsCLE502E (RKVHHKALGIAS) and OsCLE506F (RLTPGPDPIHN), were found in these rice CLEs. The two sequence-related rice CLE genes, CLE504 and CLE505, are located at interval of no more than about 2 kb on chromosome 5, suggesting that they have arisen by local gene duplication events. However, OsCLE504 has two putative CLE domains, whereas OsCLE505 has one apparent CLE domain and another CLE-like motif composed of an unusual 13 amino acid residues, HDVPSSGPSPVPHN, which should correspond to OsCLE504A (Fig. 1). The CLE-like peptide might not function any longer as a CLE peptide due to an additional amino acid. It is possible that
these sister CLE genes might acquire different functions during their evolutionary steps. OsCLE506 encodes six CLE domains and it might function in rice-specific physiological events, but not in morphological events, because the transgenic plants harboring the RNAi construct of the OsCLE506 gene did not show any obvious morphological abnormalities (Sawa et al., unpublished results).

Most of the conserved CLE domains were located at or near the C-terminal end of the sequences we identified, but every CLE domain located at the middle region of the OsCLE502, OsCLE504 and OsCLE506 proteins was followed by an acidic amino acid residue and a characteristic polyproline region (Fig. 1). The polyproline sequence often adopts a rigid, rod-like secondary structure called as a polyproline type II helix, which is capable of serving as a protein-protein interaction domain or organizing unfolded polypeptides.13,14 In the case of the yeast peptide pheromone, alpha factor, four copies of 13 amino acid peptides are produced from one precursor.15 The KEX2-encoded endoprotease cleaves the precursor after pairs of basic residues such as lysine and arginine and these basic residues are a target cell, remain to be solved. Further genetic and biochemical analyses of the CLE family would give insights to help unveil not only the molecular mechanisms, but also the diversity and evolution of intercellular communication in plants.
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